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Focus On: Global Changem, a new current-awareness product, is discussed. The topic of ‘“global
change, ” pertaining in general to the effects of human activity on the environment, is examined.
Indicators of the intensity and variety of research in this area are afso briefly reviewed. Delivered
on floppy disk, Focus On: Globol Chonge provides access to the most recently published, multidisciplinary literature pertaining to global environmental change. Like Current Contents on Diskettea,
Focus 0s: Global Chonge permits users to browse article Iistings, to create and reuse custom searches,
and to format and print requests to authors for reprints with no additional keying of data.

Last summer, in an essay honoring the
Florida Everglades historian and activist
Marjory Stoneman Douglas, we noted that
concern for the environment has in recent
years become a matter of international priority. 1 Deforestation, toxic waste, and
global warming are but a few examples of
topics that have received considerable coverage in the poptdar press.
Not coincidentally, the topic of “global
change’ ‘—a broad and evolving term referring to the myriad ways in which human activity is affecting our planet—has elicited a
sense of interest and urgency in governrrtental and scientific circles as well. In the US,
for example, as was reported in I%e
Scientist”, the federal government has earmarked $664 million for research into globaI
change, a nearly tivefold increase over the
1989 allotment.2 Furthermore, at its 1990
annual meeting, conducted in Februaty in
New Orleans, Louisiana, the American Association for the Advancement of Seiersce
conducted a lengthy series of sessions under
the heading “GlobaJ Change.” General
topics under examination included ‘‘Population, ” “Climate,”
“Oceans, Rivers,
Coasts, ” ‘‘Tropical Forests, ” “Ecology;
Biological Divers ity, ” “Agriculture;
Food, ” and ‘‘Envirorunentaf Concerns.”3
ISI” data rdso reflect the intensity of current research interest in the complex array
of forces that are changing our planet. Ta-

ble 1 is a selection of 1988 research fronts
related to global change. One of these fronts,
“Global climate changes associated with
ozone levels, atmospheric hydrocarbons,
and C02 levels” (#f38-0003), indicates a
particularly high level of activity, with 56
papers in its core and over 440 citing documents. We devoted a 1988 essay to ozoneIayer depletion and its consequences.d
The other research fronts in Table 1 demonstrate the broad range of research activity and issues pertaining to global change,
irsduding acid rain, wetland ecosystems, the
Third World environment, forest decline,
and agricultural and environmental policy
in the US and abroad.
The problem for researchers, administrators, policymakera, educators, and others involved in global change is as follows: Given
the broad, diffuse, and mnkidiaciplinary nature of research pertaining to this topic, and
the speed with which new information is appearing on many different fronts, how does
one stay current? The answer, we believe,
lies in 1S1’snewest current-awareness product: Focus On: Global Changem, launched
in March.
A biweekly service delivered on floppy
disk, Focus On: Global Change is similar
in format and operation to Current Contents
on Diskettea (CC-on-Diskettew), providing
immediate access to the most recently published literature. In fact, users of CC-on-
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Table 1: Selected 1988 SCF /SSCP research fronts relating to the influence of human activity on changes
in the bkphere. A = research-front number, B = research- front name. C =numbcr of citing papers. D= number
of core papers.

A

B

CD

88-0033 Global climate changes aswxiated with ozone levels, atmospheric hydrncarbnns,
88-0642
880983
88-1794
88-1898
88-2236
88-2480
88-2725
88-2966
88-3249
88-3847
88-4337
88-4414
884762
88-4763
884867
88-$978
88-5846
88-6848
88-7190
88-7485
88-7720

C02 levels
Environmental impacts on wetland ecosystems
Scientific basis for the greenhouse effect
Environmental pnlicy in UK and US
L-cad, cadmium, mercury, and other heavy metals in aquatic systems
Environmental dispute resolution
Resource depletion, lrmd use decisions, and ecological theory
Human impact on Third World enviromnent
Effect of demography and technology on ecological policy
Dissolved Al, Cd, Co, Cu, Mn, and Ni in surface waters and phytoplankton
Acid rain around the world
Globa[ biological consequences of nuclear war and nuclear winter
Environmental carcinogens
Scientific assessments and regulatory aftermxives nf species conacrvation
Agricultural pulicy research
Water-use characteristics around the world
Intematimud forest conservation
Rural depopulation and counterurbanization
Slash-and-burn agfiCUINK
and ecological implications
Biosphecaf ecology
Causes and consequences of contemporary forest decline
The role of ecology in planning

and

productivity

441

56

69
151
32
38
30
117
16
28
71
30
33
31
31
24
38
12
32
15
18
32
17

6
20
4
6
4
19
2
2
5
2
4
2
4
3
5
2
6
2
2
3
2

ability to create custom search profiles and
store them for fitture use. Also included in
Focus On: Global Change is one of
CC-on-Diskerte, however, Focus On: GlobCC-on-Diskefte’s most time-saving and useal Change is not organized by contents
ful features: the capacity to automatically
pages. It is organized on an article-by-article
format and print Request-A-Prinf@ cards for
basis, rather than journal-by-journal
(although, as we’ll see, it is possible to browse obtaining reprints from authors, as well as
orders for ?he Genuine Arricle@, 1S1’sdocall articles from a given journal).
Focus On: Global Change offers coverage ument delivery service.
of exceptional breadth and variety. The serFocus On: Global Change is the first in
vice selectively draws upon the entire ISI. a projectwl series of Focus (h products dedatabase–consisting of more than 7,200
signed to offer comprehensive, multidiscijournals and 6,0CCImultiauthored books pro- plinary coverage of selected, fast-moving recessed amually-and
automatically culls search fields.
pertinent items for inclusion in each electronic “issue.” Fully covered in Focus On: Global Change-A Complex Topic
Global Chunge are more than 200 carefulThe term’ ‘global change,” as was recently selected publications from our existing database, augmented by 40 new titles, includ- ly noted by Martin F. Price, Environmenting research journals, popular magazines,
al and Societrd Impacts Group, National
and newsletters. Relevant books and con- Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder,
ference proceedings, which are also Colorado, is an all-efseompassingphrase that
covered, provide a substantial number of has been used in many ways.7 Eady conceptions of the term in the 1960s, for exitems in each issue.
Like CC-on-Disketre, which we have dis- ample, emphasized the political aspects of
world change, such as population growth
cussed previously,s$ Focus On: Global
Change offers the unique advantages of and the proliferation of nuclear weapons.
Recent definitions take a more holistic apcomputerized browsing and searching.
These include fast retrieval speed and the proach, recognizing the links between huDiskette will notice very little difference in
using Focus On: Global Change. Unlike
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man and natund systems, referring in general to the effects of human activity on such
factors as the landscape, the atmosphere,
and terrestrial and marine organisms. 7
In designing this new product, we too
faced the difficulty of defining and circumscribing the topic of global change. More
specifically, it was necessary to determine
how best to cover a very broad range of literature from a considerable variety of
sources. We decided to base our coverage
primarily on the environmental aspects of
global change, while also taking into account
the sociopolitical and economic aspects that
are an undeniable part of the picture. In
brief, Focus On: Global Change monitors
the interactive physical, chemical, biological, social, economic, and political forces
that are causing global environmentid
change.
Full journal coverage is concentrated in
three areas. Firs& anthropogenic changes in
the biosphere, with journals from agriculture,environmental sciences, forestry, wildlife, and natural resources. Second: basic
science about interactive atmospheric,
Oceanographic, geological, and ecological
processes, with journals from aquatic sciences, meteorological and atmospheric sciences, earth sciences, and ecology. And
third: economic, politicrd, and demographic
forces that drive global change, with journals from business, demography, economics, energy and fuels, geography, law, planning and development, psychology, and
technological change.
By means of a special selective algorithm,
Focus On: Global Change also retrieves articles and book chapters from our entire database-specifically, items pertaining to habitat destruction and extinction, climate
change, conservation and depletion of nonrenewable natural resources, waste and toxics, demography and public health, and environmental economics and politics.
With its carefully chosen base of fully
covered journals, combined with broad, varied selective coverage and the special augmentation of journals, magazines, and newsletters, Focas On: Global change is unique
among our current-awareness products. For
scientists, librarians and information specialists, research administrators, product planners, marketing researchers, policy formu -

lators, funding decision-makers, and environmental activists, Focus On: Global
Chunge represents an extremely efficient,
cost-effective means of staying current in a
complex, fast-moving area. It is similar to
ASCA@, ISI’s literature alerting service that
provides, in print form, a customized listing
of pertinent articles based on informational
requirements s~cified by the customer.
ASCA and ASCATOPICS@, incidentally,
were recently combined under a new
name-becoming Research Alerrm. In a
forthcoming essay, we will discuss this
product and some of the refinements that accompany the new name.
Browsing and Searching

As mentioned above, in using Focus On:
Global Change, you can browse through the
articles in an issue as well as create your
own search profiles. For purposes of demonstration, this essay employs illustrations
of screens from the IBM PC/NEC 9800
computer versions of Focus On: Gioba[
Change; the product is also available for the
Apple Macintosh.
The sample screen in Figure 1 shows the
main menu options. The first of these, “Issue, ” allows you to load each new data diskette containing the latest issue’s information. Once you have loaded a new issue, you
are ready to select the “Browse” option,
which is highlighted in Figure 1. As can be
seen from the pull-down menu, this gives
you the choice of browsing all the articles
in the entire issue (via the “Issue” option
highlighted in the menu). Selecting this
“Issue” option will let you browse sequentially through each item in the issue. By selecting the “Journals” option, however, it
is easy to browse all hems from a particular
journal. The next option, “Books and Pro-

feedings, ” as is clear from its name, lets
you browse book contents and conference
proceedings.
Figure 2 shows the display of a typical
item as seen in “Browse” mode, showing
an article by P. Koskimies from Andes
Zooiogici Fennici. This figure demonstrates
the tagged fields (such as “Author,”
“Title,” “Journal,” “Discipline,” and
“Address”) that feature, in each case, the
pertinent information for the Koskimies
paper. The status line at the bottom shows
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Figure 1: Mein menu for

Focus h’

Global

Chengem.

Focus On: Global Change Issue
In this issue.
Look at and select articles

1 (5 ttar 98)

-

‘rt’’”pand’”

[H

that this is the 276th of 902 publications for
this particular issue.

In addition to viewing screens for individual articles showing complete bibliographic
information, you afso have the option of selecting a simpler author-title display, as in
Figure 3, Here, an article by A. Nakajima
is highlighted. Selecting between the fullrecord and author-title displays is done via
the “View” option at the bottom of the
screen in Figure 3 (more about these options
below).
The next main menu option, “Search,”
allows you to perform custom searches for
specific title words, phrases, author names,
document types, and author addresses. For
each of these fields, extensive dictionaries
can be called up on screen, showing alf items
in that issue for a given field. These dictionaries are highly useful, not only for checking if spezific items are contained in a given
issue, but for veri&ing spellings and other
variations. Figure 4 shows a sample search
proffle. Here, a portion of the author dictionary is displayed.

As witih CC-on-Diskeite, the number of
hits for each query is displayed immediately. Query 2 in Figure 4 demonstrates the
truncation symbol “*,” which will retrieve
all variations on a given title word. In this
case, the truncated query “warm*” has produced three hits. The resulting items might
feature such words as “warming” or
“warmth” in their titles. Boolean operators,
such as “AND,” “ OR, ” and “NOT,” can
afso be used to refine search statements. Using the “Set Number” field, it is possible
to combine fields of different types (’‘Author” and’ ‘Journal, ”for example, to search
for all papers by a given author appearing
in a specified journal), In the case of Figure
4, Queries 1 and 2 have bean combined, producing three items with the words “warm*”
or “global” in their titles.
Query 4 in Figure 4 demonstrates the ability to search by address or institution. Lothis
case, a search is being made for articles from
the Argome National Laboratory, Illinois.
Four hits result from this query. Profiles,
in all, can include up to 75 complex queries.

Figure 2: Display of full record in “Browse” mode.
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The commands at the bottom of Figure 4
assist in preparing profdes. ‘‘Alt-Fields, ”
for example, allows you to switch from, say,
the “Title” field to the “Author” field.
‘‘Alt-Dictionary” lets you summon the onscreen dictionaries. The rest of these options, respectively, help you print, save a
given profde, clear a profile (should you
choose to start over), or run a profile that
you have saved previously and wish to run
on a new issue. This last feature is similar
to that offered in the software for the CDROM editions of the Science Citation
Indexm and Social Sciences Citation
Index@. 8,9

After “Search,” the next main option at
the top of the screen, “Articles,” lets you
examine your research results. Figure 5
shows the display for an article by G.H. Kats
from Energy Policy. As is indicated in the
middle of the screen at the bottom, this is
the first of three records resulting from a
specific search query. As with the display
in “Browse” mode, you have the option of
seeing the complete bibliographic record for
each item or using the “View” command
to select an abbreviated author-title display
of multiple items.
Along with’ ‘View, ” the other options at
the, bottom of Figure 5 represent useful

features for saving, exporting, and printing
records; these functions, for the most part,
are familiar from CC-on-Diskette. ‘ ‘PIC, ”
for example, will automatically save the
highlighted item to your “personal interest
checklist, ” a customized list to which you
can add or subtract records as you choose.
The next option, “GA,” will save items to
the “Genuine Article” list (each item is
furnished with an order number for 7he
Genuine Article, as can be seen from the
display in Figure 5). Items on thk list can
then be formatted automatically into requests
for 1S1’s document delivery service.
Similarly, the “R-A-P” option will add
articles to the Request-A-Ptint list. With special printer forms available from 1S1, and
with no fiwther keying or writing of article
titles, names, or addresses on your part, Focus On: Global Change wiii automatically
format and print out Request-A-Prinr cards
for the selected articles. When the form
emerges from the printer, you need only tear
along a few perforated lines, attach the author’s address to the resulting postcard, affix postage, and drop it in the mail to the
author. According to many customer responses that we’ve received, this feature has
proved a godsend to users of CC-cm-Diskette
(or, in many cases, their assistants), who

1 I

Figere 4: Ssmple seerch profile.
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previously had to fill out scores of reprint
requests by hand.
The “File” option allows you to export
fdes to a database-management system. You
can select from a variety of formats, including a comma-delimited style, as well as the
formats of Medline and Dirdog. Printing of
items, as you might expect, is accomplished
with the “Print” option.

More

to come

Earlier we mentioned ASCA, the SDI (seIective dissemination of information) service
that 1S1 has offered for about 20 years,
Those Current Contents@ readers farniIiar
with this service can regard the Focus On
series as the electronic delivery of a group
of topics formerly available only in print
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form. Using your PC with Focus On: Global
Change, you can view and selectively store
hits each week in your personal database
without further keying. In this way we are
able to deliver more information in a cost-effective manner.
As noted above, Focus On: Global
Change is ordy the initial offering in a projected Focus On series, the first of several
such multidisciplinary reference tools that
will address key current issues. It seems certain that, during the 1990s, concern for the
environment will achieve still more prominence on the national and international agendas. It is fitting, therefore, that we begin this
decade with a service devoted exclusively

to understanding how hummkind’s activities
have affected and damaged the health of our
world. One hopes that, given a dedicated
spirit of cooperation that crosses disciplinary
as well as national boundaries, the damage
can be reversed in time.

*****
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Focus On: Global Changem is availabie on floppy disk for IBM and compatibles,

Apple Macintosh, and NEC 9800 computers. Potential subscrilwrs can arrange to
examine Focus On: Global Change on a risk-free, trial-review basis by contacting:
Institute for Scientific Information”, 3501 Market Street, Philadelphia, PA 19104.
Telephone: 1-800-336-4474 or, from outside the US and Canada, 1-215-386-0100,
extension 1483.
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